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CONCEPTUALIZING PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS IN PUBLIC 
NETWORKS 

 

Abstract 

 

This study explores the role of Performance Management Systems (PMSs) in public networks by 

investigating the dynamics of interactions between the network PMS designed to manage and 

control the whole network and organisational PMSs of network actors already in place before the 

introduction of the whole system. We carried out a longitudinal case study on a public transport 

network in in Italy, exploring the relationship between the network PMS and previous practices 

already in use in individual organisations inside the network. Adopting the theoretical lens of 

complexity theory, results highlight the difficulties encountered by network actors when using the 

network PMS and the evolution of this whole system when clashed with organisational PMSs. To 

overcome the limitations, actors progressively updated their organisational PMS, which in turns 

influences the whole network PMS. These two systems co-evolved in a self-autonomous manner 

giving rise to a multi-layered network PMS. This empirical trajectory, triangulated with theoretical 

insights, supported the conceptualization of PMS for public networks.  
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1. Introduction 

Performance Management Systems (PMSs) has been receiving increasing attention within the field 

of public network studies (Provan and Milward 2001; Kenis and Provan 2009; Cristofoli et al. 

2012; Lacey et al. 2012). Practitioners and academics (Mandell 1999; Provan et al. 2007; McGuire 

and Agranoff 2011) claim that networks provide a possible answer to what are known as ‘wicked’ 

problems (Keast et al. 2004), such as environmental and resource governance (Kickert et al. 1997), 

and that they can also result in more joint-up services in sectors suffering from fragmentation, such 

as transport, health care or cultural heritage (Provan and Milward 1995; Arnaboldi and Spiller 2011; 

Sørensen and Longva 2011). 

With the diffusion of public networks, scholars have been interested in understanding whether 

networks really work, prompting studies on performance measurement and management (e.g. 

Provan and Milward 2001; Turrini et al. 2010; Bowman and Parsons 2013; Vasavada 2013). These 

studies acknowledged that the PMS has an important role in supporting network management and 

evaluation (Provan and Milward 2001; Barretta and Busco 2011; McGuire and Agranoff 2011), by 

monitoring the ability of networks to achieve intended objectives, and direct the actors’ actions 

accordingly. Most research has been on PMS technical design, with several studies addressing the 

definition of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), to measure network effectiveness (e.g. Provan and 

Milward 2001; Kenis and Provan 2009; Turrini et al. 2010). More recent studies have started to 

concentrate on the use of a PMS, highlighting its contribution in shaping relationships and 

favouring co-operation between actors in public networks (Carlsson et al. 2011; Grafton et al. 2011; 

Marques et al. 2011). 

These works provide several insights on how to design a network PMS to manage and control the 

whole network and its impact on actors coordination when turned into operational use. However, 

both these streams of research threat the network PMS as a standalone entity that is developed from 

the ground and it is tailored ad hoc to the new organisational arrangement of the network. Yet the 

implications of this network PMS on the already existent PMSs of organizational network actors 

has not been explored. This is an important gap in our understanding of public networks given that 

it is widely recognized that new practices, when implemented, clashed with already existent ones 

(Di Maggio and Powell 1983).  

This work explores network PMS not in isolation, but considering its embeddedness within the 

network of actors, each of them with its own organisational PMS. The objective of this study is to 

explore the dynamics of interaction between the network PMS and organisational PMS of network 

actors by addressing the following research questions: 1) how network actors use the network PMS; 
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2) how the organisational PMS of network actors is influenced by the network PMS; 3) how the 

network PMS is affected by the already existent organisational actors’ PMS. 

The theoretical perspective of complexity theory is here adopted to frame the relationship between 

network PMS and PMSs of organisational actors in the network. This theory contends that the 

development of the whole system (the network PMS) stems from the interactions of its parts 

(organisational PMSs) and it is particularly suitable to explore changes and dynamics of network 

PMS as a result of the complex interactions of the parts of the whole system. 

We empirically investigated these questions within the context of a public transport network in 

Italy. A longitudinal case study was carried out between 2009 and 2013, following the pathway of 

the network and the evolving role of PMSs (the whole and its parts). This case was of particular 

interest for the importance given to the network PMS by both legislation and Regional Government, 

which was in charge of implementing controlling and regulating the network. 

Results evidence the complex dynamics between the network PMS and organisational PMSs of 

network actors. Both these systems, when clashing, co-evolve in a self-organised manner giving rise 

to a layered PMS, which comprises both previous organisational PMSs and the newly introduced 

network PMS. This layered system provides several implications for both academics and 

practitioners interested in measuring and controlling public networks. To illustrate our argument, 

the paper is structured as follows. The next section analyses previous literature on PMS in public 

networks, highlighting current achievements and existing gaps. Section three introduces the 

framework of complexity theory identifying the relevant dimensions of analysis. Section four 

describes the methodology of analysis, followed by results, which explore how network PMS and 

organisational PMS developed. Finally, the last part contains conclusions for both academic and 

practitioners. 

 

2. PMS in public networks: state of the art and limitations 

This section presents extant literature on PMS in public networks. In this paper, we use the 

definition of public networks given by Agranoff (2007, p.2), who describe them as ‘collaborative 

structures that bring together representatives from public agencies and non-governmental 

organizations to address problems of common concern that accrue value to managers/specialists, 

their participating organizations, and their networks’ (Agranoff 2007, p.2). Public networks are also 

called action networks (Agranoff 2007) or service delivery networks (Provan et al. 2007). 

Following this definition, informal networks and policy networks (Klijn and Koppenjian 2000) are 

not within the boundary of our study.  
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Previous literature on PMS in public networks can be analysed at two different levels: studies that 

focus on designing network PMS and studies on the role of PMS in these networks. 

The first stream of studies investigates the technical aspects of PMS. These studies, relying on the 

recognition that ‘it is problematic to assess public management networks with the same 

“output/outcome”oriented aims as that of hierarchical organizations’ (Agranoff and McGuire 2011, 

p.272), have been concerned with the identification of the best indicators to evaluate ‘how good’ the 

network is in delivering public services (Provan and Milward 2001; Kenis and Provan 2009; Provan 

and Lemaire 2012). Different metrics for assessing networks structure and outcome have been 

proposed (Provan and Sebastian 1998; Provan and Milward 2001; Provan and Sydow 2008; Kenis 

and Provan 2009; Turrini et al. 2010) giving rise to a useful debate on the choice of the most 

appropriate criteria for measuring networks (Kenis and Provan 2009), and highlighting the 

importance of adopting multiple parameters in order to account for the vast number of network 

actors and their many interests (Klijn and Koppenjian 2000; Provan and Milward 2001). In recent 

years authors started investigating the determinants of network effectiveness, expanding PMS 

studies to include antecedent factors. It has been recognized that endogenous factors, such as 

network structure, management strategies or behavioural skills, influence network results (Provan 

and Milward 1995; Provan and Sebastian, 1998; Klijn et al. 2010; Herranz 2010). A recent 

contribution by Kenis and Provan (2009) highlighted the importance of exogenous factors, above all 

type of inception, governance and evolution stage, in shaping network performance. These studies 

have provided a deep knowledge on how to define key performance indicators that suit at best with 

the network configuration. However, they do not consider if and how PMSs adopted by 

organisational actors in the network shape these new network measures and in turn how the network 

PMS influences already existent practices. 

The second stream of works explores the role of PMS in networks. This area of research has come 

to the interest of academics in more recent years (Barretta and Busco 2011) providing some 

evidence on how the PMS is used inside the network. Studies in this field (Agyemang 2009; Bracci 

and Llewellyn 2012; Marques et. al. 2011) emphasize the difficulties that single organizations have 

in being responsible and accountable for at network level, where they have no direct control over 

other actors, but are instead dependent on them for providing services. These studies highlighted the 

importance of leveraging on both formal and informal controls (Marques et al. 2011; Grafton et al. 

2011) to address problems in co-operation (Johansson and Siverbo 2011), to influence working 

practices (Carlsson et al. 2011) and to co-ordinate network actors (Marques et al. 2011). Influence 

and persuasion are seen as central, but they are also supported effectively through alternative 

measures, such as indicators assessing inter-organizational relationships (Agyemang 2009) and 
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narratives describing complex interactions (Bracci and Llewellyn 2012). This second stream of the 

literature emphasises problems when using PMS in networks, focusing either on the measurement 

system of the whole network or on implications for individual organisation. Yet the two types of 

PMS, the network PMS and organisational PMS are always threated as a separated topic, neglecting 

their reciprocal influence when turned into operational use. This level of neglect on the dynamic 

interactions between the network PMS and organisational PMSs is an important gap given that it is 

acknowledged that new practices when introduced clashed with past practices already in place. 

This paper aims at empirically investigating micro and macro dynamics of PMS in networks, 

exploring how a network PMS designed to manage and control the whole network influences and is 

influenced by past practices already in use by other network actors. Specifically, the following 

research questions are addressed: how network actors use the network PMS; how the organisational 

PMS of network actors is influenced by the network PMS; how the network PMS is affected by the 

already existent organisational actors’ PMS. 

 

3. Framework of analysis 

In order to answer the question on the dynamics of interaction between the network PMS and 

organisational PMS, the theoretical lens of complexity theory is adopted. Complexity theory is 

based on the idea that the whole system is more than the sum of its components and its development 

stems from the interaction of the parts. This theory comes from natural science, but it has been 

adopted to study organisational dynamics (e.g. Grobman, 2005) and it has also been recognised 

fruitful in public administration research (Klijn, 2008; Teisman and Klijn, 2008; Christensen and  

Lægreid, 2011; Aagaard, 2012). Klijn (2008), when discussing the importance of complexity theory 

for studying public administration, identified three distinctive elements, which will be here adopted 

to interpret the findings: dynamics, self-organisation and co-evolution. 

The first concept of dynamics refers to the unpredictability of complex systems. The whole and its 

parts do not follow a linear path, nor they maintain the equilibrium as it is. On the contrary, 

complex systems are characterised by unstable equilibriums and non linear dynamics, which can 

lead to what is often called edge of chaos (Lissak, 1999). At this point, the system oscillates 

between a zone of order and chaos. This idea of dynamics of instability rather than stability is not 

new for studying PMS. Thrane (2007) for example, defined management accounting change in an 

inter-organisational system as a schizophrenic and non-linear path characterized by unstable 

oscillations between different statuses of equilibrium. Accordingly, network PMS is also expected 

to be characterised by complex dynamics of instability and disorder. 
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The second concept of self-organisation focuses on the spontaneous emergence of new order. Given 

the unpredictability and non linear dynamics of complex systems, they autonomously generate new 

structures. This idea of self-organising systems is often discussed in studies on the governance of 

systems (e.g. White, 2001; Wagenaar, 2007), which acknowledged the prevalence of games and the 

emergence of non controlled behaviours to guide network decisions. In a similar manner, the 

network PMS, when interacting with its parts of organisational PMSs can favour its autonomous 

self-organisation. 

The third concept of complexity theory is the idea of co-evolution of the whole system, which is 

dependent on the evolution of its part. This idea is particularly suitable to explore the evolution of 

the network PMS. The parts of the whole (i.e. organisational PMSs) are independent systems that 

influence and evolve with the whole PMS. Following this perspective, the network PMS can be 

conceived as the whole system and organisational PMS as its part given that measures collected by 

network actors in their own PMSs allow to feed the whole network PMS. These two systems are not 

independent entities, but they reciprocally and dynamically influence with each other and co-evolve 

in a self-autonomous manner.  

 

At the operational level instead, PMS has been analysed considering its design dimensions of unit 

of analysis, reporting and performance (Flamholtz, 1996, Malmi and Brown, 2008). The unit of 

analysis addresses the question of ‘What does a PMS control?’ This aspect considers the entity 

measured by performance indicators, usually a single organization or its sub-units.  

Reporting is related to the documents used to exchange information within the network. It answers 

the question ‘How does information flow within the network?’, and includes both formal and 

informal reporting. This is important to understand the interconnections between network actors, 

because the exchange of data, documents, reports, or even simply impressions, shapes the way 

actors are connected with each other (Thrane 2007).  

Performance dimension is associated with the question ‘What are the relevant dimensions of 

analysis?’ Traditional dimensions of analysis for public organizations are derived from the input-

output model (Jackson and Palmer 1993; Pollanen 2005) and include efficiency, effectiveness and 

equity or fairness. This input-output model has been criticized for being limited when applied to 

networks (Provan and Milward 2001; Kenis and Provan 2009; McGuire and Agranoff 2011), and 

public network researchers have widely claimed that performance must be measured through 

multiple dimensions of analysis and so satisfy the different requirements of the many network 

actors (Provan and Milward 2001; Kenis and Provan 2009). This multidimensionality of 

performance measurements is then associated with the seminal problem of evaluating whether 
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networks are successful or not (McGuire and Agranoff 2011): if multiple criteria are used to 

evaluate networks, and different measurements give different results, it becomes difficult to assess 

whether the network is successful or not.  

The adoption of complexity theory supports the exploration of how the operational dimensions of 

unit of analysis, reporting and performance measures that characterised network and organisational 

PMSs interact with each other. 

 

4. Research methodology 

A longitudinal case study of a public network involved in providing local public transport service 

was carried out between 2009 and 2013. A qualitative methodology was selected with the aim of 

exploring how actors use performance measurements in their natural settings in order to understand 

how people create and maintain their social worlds (Neuman 2000). The wealth of data behind the 

single case study (Yin 1994) means that it is possible to enter into the micro-dynamics of network 

actors and how they use the organisational PMS together with the macro-dynamics of the whole 

network PMS. Moreover, even a single case study for a network investigation implies collecting 

and analysing data from several organizations. The longitudinal analysis supported the investigation 

of the evolving dynamics between network PMS and organisational PMS, which emerged over time 

while the system was being used.  

 

4.1 The transport network of the Calypso Region 

The network being studied is the local public transport network for Calypso Region (anonymous 

name for confidentiality reasons), a Region1 in the north of Italy. The network is composed of the 

Region itself, 11 Provinces, 11 Municipalities and 26 service providers, which include both public 

and private organizations. This network was imposed by Regional Government mandate in 2002 

(Reg. Law 01/2002) and required the integration of local public transport services throughout the 

entire region. In practical terms, this meant that the service delivered in the provincial area had to be 

integrated with the service provided by the municipal area and those of the surrounding Provinces, 

ensuring the same pricing system and a co-ordinated timetable for movement between one local 

area and another. This regulation called for a mandated network, where transport providers were 

required to work together to deliver an integrated service, something that could be not achieved by 

the single actors. 

                                                            
1At the administrative level, Italy is divided into twenty Regions, which are further divided into Provinces. In turn, 
Provinces are composed of many Municipalities, which are the basic administrative division 
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For the purpose of the study, we identified three main categories of network actors: service 

regulators, service providers and service users. The service regulator is the manager and founder of 

the entire network, and is the body responsible for planning and controlling the service in its area of 

competence. The Calypso Region, Provinces and Municipalities enter into this category. The 

Region is also the leader of the whole network, it demanded the network to be set up, and its 

specific purpose is to integrate the local bus and train transport service across the whole regional 

area. Municipalities and Provinces have the same role of the region, but with competences on their 

specific local territorial area. Hence, given the same purpose, the Region, Provinces and 

Municipalities represent a unique category of actor.  

Service providers include public and private organizations in charge of delivering the transport 

service at an operational level. This service is provided according to the service contracts between 

each operator and the local regulator, which set out obligations and requirements about service 

provision. Finally, users are not part of the service delivery network, but they are receivers of the 

service and represent the third category of network actors. Consumer advocacy groups are, 

however, actively involved in network activities (Agranoff and McGuire 2001; Provan and Milward 

2001) and they form a specific category of actors, the ‘service users’. Organized user associations, 

called AssoUtenti in the Capypso Region, and organized commuter associations are advocacy 

groups belonging to the network. Actors and their roles are summarised in Table 2. 

 

TABLE 2  Network actors 

Actor Description 
 

Role  

Regulator Calypso Region 
11 Provinces 
11 Municipalities 
 

Network funding, planning and 
control 

Service provider 26 Service providers Operative service provision 
 

Users 1 Organized user association (called 
AssoUtenti) 
1 Organized commuter associations 

Service receivers  

 

4.2 Data collection and data analysis 

Data have been collected longitudinally from a wide variety of sources, such as interviews, fact data 

from external and internal confidential reports and media commentaries. Interviews were carried 

out with local Government authorities, transport company managers and representatives of 

consumer advocacy groups. In total, 31 interviews took place over the period 2009 to 2013 

involving all the categories of network actors (see Table 3).  
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TABLE 3  Key Informants 

Network 
actor 

Name Role of the interviewee 

Service 
Regulators 

Calypso Region 
1 Director of the Infrastructure and Mobility Department 
1 Director of the Regional Public Transport Tariff Department 

Provincial Administration –A Town 1 Mobility Manager 
Provincial Administration –B Town 1 Mobility Manager 

Provincial Administration –C Town 
1 Mobility Manager  
1 Councillor for transport 

Municipal Administration –D Town 1 Mobility Manager 

Provincial Administration –D Town 
1 Mobility Manager  
1 Councillor for transport 

Provincial Administration –E Town 1 Mobility Manager 

Municipal Administration –E Town 
1 Mobility Manager 
1Town Councillor for Transport 

 
Service 
Providers 

–E Town Municipality– 
Municipality Transport Company 

 
1 CFO 
1 Business Analyst 
1 Strategic planner 
3 Operational managers 

–C Town Municipality – Transport 
Company 

1 Operative director 
1 CFO 

–C Town Province – Transport 
Company 

1 General director 
1 CFO 
1 Operative director 

–E Town Province – Transport 
Company 

1 General director 

–D Town Municipality - Transport 
Company 

1 General director 

–A Town Province – Transport 
Company 

1 General director 
1 Operative director 

–D Town Province - Transport 
Company 

1 General director 

 
Users AssoUtenti 

 
1 Director 
1 Vice-director 

Commuters 1 Spokesperson 
 

The following issues were investigated: PMS objectives, types of key performance indicators, PMS 

documents, approach to collecting and using information, problems and opportunities associated 

with the use of performance measurements, with reference to both network PMS and organisational 

PMS. Interviews lasted on average one hour. They were transcribed and textually analysed to 

identify the interesting patterns. A summary was then sent to each interviewee for any further 

clarification and final approval. 

Fact data include performance information about the quantity and the quality of the transport 

service provided contained in the official and unofficial reports by local entities, service providers 

and users of the service. These data were used to support discussions during interviews and to 

cross-validate findings from the other data sources.  

Media commentaries are another data source, giving us the possibility of completing the findings 

with public opinion and, above all, establishing the service users’ point of view, particularly useful 
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when looking at the third category of network actors. Media perspective has long been recognized 

as providing an illuminating vision of the city (Czarniawska 2002, p.67) and as a means of getting 

behind factual accounts of city life (Lapsley et al. 2010). We therefore retrieved articles from daily 

national and local newspapers, information from travel association websites, blogs and social media 

over the four-year period. Data from the interviews, fact sheets and media commentaries were 

useful to explore the PMS design and use of each actor in the network. 

 

 

5. Results 

Results are discussed within the theoretical framework of complexity theory, distinguishing 

between the whole system (the network PMS), its parts (the organisational PMS) and they 

reciprocal dynamics of self-autonomous co-evolution.  

 

5.1 The whole system: network PMS 

 

The network PMS for the public transport network was defined top-down by the regulator and then 

formally established with a regional law in 2002 (Reg. Law 01/02). The regulator designed alone 

this whole system and it was the unique actor accessing the entire system. The PMS was conceived 

in terms of unit of analysis, reporting and type of performance measurements (see Table 4).  

 

TABLE 4  Network PMS  

Element of PMS  Empirical evidence 
 

Unit of analysis Service as a whole level 
Network level 
Organizational level 
 

Performance dimension Service output 
Service demand 
Service quality 
Resources 
Actor integration  
 

Reporting Annual report: from service regulators to service administration 
Annual and quarterly reports: from providers to service regulators 
Mobility chart: from provider to users 

 

The first element of the network PMS design concerns the unit of analysis. The PMS included 

performance at three different levels, aligned to what theoretically suggested by Provan and 

Milward (2001): service as a whole, network level and organizational level. The service as a whole 

level included information about the transport service delivered across the entire Regional area (the 
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whole network), obtained by assembling data from each part of the network (i.e. PMS of service 

providers). For example, data on transported passengers at this level of analysis referred to the sum 

of all data on transported passengers obtained from organisational PMS. The network level focused 

on the level of integration between providers, and includes data about the quantity and quality of the 

relationships between network actors, used to evaluate network relations (Kenis and Provan 2009). 

The organizational level referred instead to each single service provider, and included data about 

the service delivered by individual organizations.  

The second element of network PMS design relates to performance dimensions. They mainly cover 

demand, output, quality of the transport service, resources required to provide the service and actors 

integration. Of these, the aspect stressed most was service quality, with regularity and customer 

satisfaction appearing several times in the official network documentation. Actor integration, on the 

contrary, does not focus directly on service aspects, but it looks at the ability of service providers to 

work together and so encourage service integration. Examples of Key Performance Indicators 

included in this perspective are the revenues from integrated tickets, investments in service 

interconnection and network personnel.  

The third element of network PMS design is reporting, which consisted of formal mandatory 

documents that network actors prepare, exchange and publish under network PMS indications. 

Specifically, the reporting system is composed of six documents: the Regional annual report, annual 

and quarterly reports delivered by Provinces and Municipalities, annual, quarterly reports, and the 

mobility charts prepared by service providers. 

This was the PMS of the whole system, which was claimed by the regulator to be complete 

providing the network stakeholders with all the information they need. Users received data from 

each service provider through the mobility chart; Provinces and Municipalities receive quarterly and 

annual reports from the service providers operating in their catchment area and the region has an 

overall view of the entire network structure. 

In terms of use, the whole system was intended to support decision making as clarified in a formal 

document: 

 

‘Data relating to customer satisfaction, efficiency, effectiveness and service quality are necessary to support Regional 

decisions on the distribution of financial resources between local regulators.’ (art. 15, Reg. Law 2002) 

 

At the same time, the network PMS was adopted with motivational purposes to induce service 

providers to work collaboratively with other service providers in order to facilitate service 

integration. Following this idea, network KPIs were associated with a target value: the achievement 
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of this target was rewarded with a bonus, while the unattainable results led to a penalty. The design 

of the whole system and its initial purpose of use has dynamically evolved in a self-autonomous 

manner when it clashed with its parts: organisational PMSs. 

 

 

5.2 The parts of the whole: organisational PMS  

 

This section illustrates the parts of the whole, namely organisational PMS, which represented a 

cornerstone of the whole system by feeding the network PMS with organisational data. Indeed, 

while the whole system was introduced with the implementation of the transport network, 

organisational PMSs were already in place by each network actor. Different types of PMS have 

been identified moving from one network actor to another. 

Transport providers had their own PMS, which varied widely passing from large to small 

organisations. All large companies had been using a PMS for decision-making and internal 

motivation before the regulator introduced the whole network PMS. Their organisational PMS was 

very narrow in terms of level of analysis, focusing on their own organisational level with a 

particular reference on the single route level, something neglected by the whole PMS. Moreover, 

performance dimensions included more detailed KPIs if compared with those collected by the 

network PMS. These indicators provided additional and more punctual information on the status of 

resources (bus or train and their environmental impact) and the reasons behind breakdown in 

services and customer complaints. Smaller providers, on the contrary, had no system in place when 

the regulator introduced the network PMS. Having no reporting system, they made decisions on an 

exception basis (Simons 1991): when something went wrong, appropriate information was 

collected. Both small and large providers were required by the previous law to provide external 

information on the transport service by annually publishing a mobility chart mainly focused on 

service quality. 

Users, intended here as organised associations of users and commuters, had developed over time a 

long experience on PMS, although their role and their activities emerged spontaneously without 

being involved in formal meetings.  These associations have developed over time a particular PMS 

based, not only on numbers (performance indicators), but also on narrative and images about the 

status of the transport service. Concerning narratives, AssoUtenti and commuter representatives of 

commuters used the description of problems encountered by everyday users to increase their 

knowledge about how local providers were performing. Users often take pictures of problems 

(conditions of bus-stops or vehicles) to illustrate their complaints. Complaints, experiences and 
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evidence about service performance are shared between users on social networks like Facebook or 

Twitter.  

These organisational PMSs, those of transport providers and users, were influenced and influence 

the whole network PMS when introduced, leading to their self-autonomous co-evolution.  

 

5.3 The system and its parts: dynamics of co-evolution 

 

When the network PMS was introduced and become operational, it clashed with already existent 

organisational PMS of each network actor. Problems emerged when using these PMSs to support 

decision making and motivation, but the whole and its parts continue to co-exist and influenced 

with each other leading to an evolved and self-autonomous network PMS.  

The whole system, when introduced, clashed with the PMS of large transport providers. These 

actors considered the network PMS to be ‘too generic and not able to support internal decisions, 

given the high aggregation of performance information’ (in one interviewee’s words). They 

preferred to rely on their own reporting systems, as these provided, in the words of the largest 

company’s controller, punctual and detailed information on each possible situation. He specified: 

 

‘Yesterday we were discussing data on accidents. In terms of the network PMS, we have only to provide data on the 

number of injured, while internally we also collect data on the specific transport mode, service down time and all the 

details on maintenance work. We then use this information to understand the reasons behind accidents and to 

identify actions to prevent them.’ (Controller – E-Town, Municipal Transport Company) 

 

Therefore, large transport providers collected data to feed the network PMS, but without in practice 

using this new PMS system to support decision making. On the contrary, the whole system had a 

significant impact on small transport providers. They had no structural organisational PMS in place 

and the network PMS was welcomed as a significant and structured approach to manage and control 

their own service. 

Other dynamics were encountered when using the network PMS to motivate providers working 

collaboratively. The structure of the network system with KPIs and associated target was intended 

to motivate providers into sharing their data and so improve collaboration and service performance. 

However, targets were set too low in the network PMS and sanctions in practice were never 

assigned. The lack of financial sanctions meant less attention was paid to the network PMS, leading 

large providers to relegate it to the periphery of the management life. At the same time, target 

setting meant smaller providers were more willing to share information as reflected in the words of 

one smaller organizations: 
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‘In order to align my timetable to that of the other providers, I ask them [with reference to the larger bus provider] 

for their timetable for that specific transport node. It was important so that passengers on my bus-line arrive in time 

without losing their connection because our timetables do not match up. I have not received any timetable; the 

provider did not want to give it to me. In the end, I was forced to check the timetables on their website, and even 

then, they were out of date.’ (General Director – E-Town Province) 

 

This quote highlights an emerging tension between the PMS of large and small providers because of 

the introduction of the network PMS. The whole PMS required to share data between network 

actors, but large providers with their articulated PMS did not want to share their data and their 

expertise with small providers who, in turn, tried to autonomously collect and develop performance 

measures they needed on the basis of the requirement of the whole system. 

The network PMS clashed also with the informal PMS developed over the years by users. The 

absence of an external reporting for the whole transport network further pushed users to gain 

insights on their own.  Furthermore, users criticised the lack of reliability of mobility charts 

published by transport providers. In this respect, a representative of commuters argued: 

 

‘It seems that there is greater attention on certifying positive data than on providing reliable and trustable 

information.’ (Representative of commuter 1) 

 

This criticism was mainly related to the recognition that formal reports on public transport were not 

audited, but self-certified by providers. With the purpose to have reliable data on public transport, 

users continued to develop their own informal PMS. Social networks, blogs and e-mails are the 

main channels used by the public to share data about the quality and accessibility of the transport 

service on a continuous basis, as clarified by the AssoUtenti representative: 

 

‘Look (pointing at his laptop screen), these are 34 e-mails about today’s transport problems. Passengers tell us about 

the problems they face on the bus-line they use. These problems vary widely, from the air-conditioning not working 

or bad punctuality, to the poor condition of a bus-shelter. We track all this information and we then take action on 

the basis of the complaints we receive.’ (Representative of AssoUtenti) 

 

These associations started also collecting data about other European cities, spending periods abroad. 

For example, two association representatives spent one month in Barcelona studying the local 

service, preparing a report on what the Italian transport system could learn from the Spanish one. 

Collecting data from external networks gave users a better understanding of the transport system 

and greater knowledge of the alternative solutions to the current organizational structure. KPIs on 
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punctuality, regularity, comfort and other measurements of effectiveness increased their knowledge 

about the actual state of the transport service. When users gained confidence in the PMS, they 

started using these informal reports with motivational purposes to show politicians and managers 

that they are capable of using and managing numbers. For example, comments on blogs or emails 

were used to give the regulator evidence about the low punctuality or reliability of some bus lines. 

Although the main problem is the limited statistical significance of this information, this informal 

PMS led to an evolution of the network PMS. In 2012, the regulator formal assigned users a role in 

the management of the whole PMS. 

 

‘We have introduced a Regional Assembly to control performance report prepared by consortia and service 

providers. Participants to the assembly include [....] one representative of the users association and one commuter 

representative.’ (Regional Law 6/12) 

 

This decision assigned users the role of auditing the collected data included in the whole PMS 

before their external publishing. These dynamics of interactions between the whole PMS and its 

parts led to a self-adaptation of the whole system, which evolved again after the emergence of 

problems associated with the use of the whole systems by the regulator itself. Some difficulties 

arose with reference to the decision-making role of the network PMS. The collection of data at three 

levels of analysis (service, network and organisation) was recognised not enough to support 

decision-making. To address this problem, the regulator moved gradually towards further data 

collection, inserting a more detailed and specific PMS in the initial whole system developed. This 

new data completed the whole network PMS with measurements from European transport 

networks, such as those of Paris, Barcelona and Berlin, as a benchmark for regional performance, 

providing better support to decision-making. For example, a comparison between regional data and 

data from other European cities, looking at the size of transport operators and their relative level of 

cost, helped the Region to propose a new organizational structure based on a lower number of 

catchment areas.  

The investigation into how network actors use the network PMS and the evolution of the system 

overtime unveiled the co-existence of other organisational PMSs along with the network PMS, 

which overlap and reshape the initial network PMS. This dynamics of self-adaptation and co-

evolution supported the conceptualization of what a network PMS is in practice. 

 

5.4. Network PMS: a multi-layered complex system 

The empirical investigation showed that the whole network PMS was unable to survive as a 

standalone entity, but it co-evolved in a self-autonomous way when turned into operational use and 
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clashed with its parts. The dynamics of co-evolution between the whole PMS and organisational 

PMS suggests that the network PMS is a complex system composed by different layers centred on 

network stakeholders and actors, which assembles information on the basis of stakeholders’ needs. 

The layer is the tier of performance measurements collected and managed by each network 

stakeholder. Each layer has a reference type of actor with its associated PMS units of analysis, 

performance dimensions and reporting system. All together, these layers constitute a network PMS. 

Three main layers emerged from the empirical investigation: the provision layer, where the primary 

reference actors are providers; the service layer, which refers back to network regulators; and the 

community layer, targeting users and external stakeholders. Following claims about the importance 

for networks to establish a set of multilateral relationships (Provan and Lemaire 2012), the 

framework highlights inter- and intra-layer information exchanges, to address flows of formal and 

informal reporting. Figure 2 shows the graphical representation of the layers, where exchanges are 

highlighted with arrows (full lines for inter-layer and dotted lines for intra-layer exchanges). 

 

FIGURE 2  PMS layers 

 

 

The provision layer is the atomic layer in the network system, developed and managed by service 

providers. This layer has a two-folded aim: to support providers in managing their own services in a 

networked configuration and sending information to other layers to give them an overall view on 

the service. The performance dimensions relate to service output, quality, demand and resources. 

The unit of analysis is the single activity (the route), used to manage co-operation. This forms the 

basis of the intra-layer exchanges and is needed to build an integrated service measurement and 

management. Sharing data about each single route, often through informal reports, allows each 

provider to understand more about what the other providers are doing, with the aim of identifying 
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the shared resources that can lead to improvements in service provision. The organizational level is 

the unit of analysis for inter-layer exchanges. With these exchanges, regulators and users acquire 

detailed information about the organizations providing the services.  

The service layer is the layer for the service regulator, represented in this empirical case by the 

Region and its delegation to Provinces and Municipalities. This system receives information from 

the provisions network layer and it is complemented with other elements related to the quantity and 

quality of interactions. The aim of this layer is to provide information on the service as a whole, 

with a particular focus on the characteristics of the service delivered by the network. Performance 

dimensions include service output quality, demand and resources collected by the provision layer, 

combined with the measured of integration between actors. They are used to measure whether 

network actors can work jointly. As far as the unit of analysis is concerned, it is wide in scope and 

includes the organizational level, the network level and the service as a whole level, providing the 

regulator with an extensive view of the network, encompassing both the providers and the entire 

network service delivered. It is important to ensure this broad perspective, given the role of the 

regulator in funding and managing the whole network. Here, also, there are intra-layer and inter-

layer exchanges. Intra-layer exchanges are needed to align regulators (if more than one) and to 

complement and triangulate information on the provision layer. The information stemming from 

this process is particularly useful to understand and control the operations of the network and the 

capability of actors to interact with each other. The empirical case emphasized the importance of 

collecting data from several sources, with benchmark data coming from other networks and data 

arriving from service users supporting the decision-making process more effectively. If the network 

regulator is to make decisions, it has not only to understand how actors are behaving within the 

network, but also evaluate whether the current network service is satisfactory. The inclusion of 

benchmark data from other networks and evidence from users can be used to support decision-

making. Inter-layer exchanges are included in the providers’ and the users’ layers to inform them 

about the performance of the network service.  

The community layer is the broadest layer in the network system, and relates to users and external 

stakeholders. The purpose of this layer is to draw attention to crucial service aspects from the 

viewpoint of those who receive the service. In terms of unit of analysis, the community layer refers 

to the route level, the organization level, the network level, and the service as a whole level, which 

vary according to the specific interest of users or external stakeholders. This approach in focusing 

on the important aspects of the service is also used when selecting performance dimensions. These 

mainly cover service quality, but other dimensions can be included depending on the stakeholders’ 

interests, such as equality, intended as access to the service by all the categories of users. The 
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community layer also contains inter and intra-layer exchanges. The aim of intra-layer exchanges is 

to promote the sharing of data between users, often using informal systems like social media. The 

reason behind the different types of data to be exchanged lies in the structure of this layer: the nodes 

at this level are individuals rather than organizations; although organized user associations interact 

with actors in other layers, data exchanges occur at individual level and the web is often the fastest 

and most favoured channel to support such interactions. Inter-layer exchanges, on the contrary, 

involve the network manager, therefore the regulator layer, and provide him with service 

performance aspects that are not satisfactorily. These types of report include both numbers and 

images, giving a clear indication of service performance.  

These three layers help to provide the conceptualization of a network PMS, in which each layer is 

managed by different network actors, with different performance dimensions and reporting 

structures (Table 5), shedding new light on the structure of network PMS. 

 

TABLE 5  The complex system of the Network PMS  

PMS Layer  PMS design 
 

 Reference 
stakeholder 

Unit of analysis Performance 
dimensions 

Reporting 

Provision layer  Service 
Providers 
 

 Organizational 
level 

 Route level 

 Service output 
 Service quality 
 Service demand 
 Resources 

 Mobility charts 
 Annual and 

quarterly reports 
 Operational 

reports 
 

Service layer  Regulators  Service as a whole 
level 

 Network level 
 Organizational 

level 

 Service output 
 Service quality 
 Service demand 
 Resources 
 Integration 

between actors 

 Benchmark 
reports 

 Annual and 
quarterly reports 

 Annual user 
reports 
 

Community 
layer 

 Users 
 External 

stakeholders 

 Service as a whole 
level 

 Network level 
 Organizational 

level 
 Route level 

 Service quality 
 Resources 
 Integration 

between actors 
 

 Informal reports 
 Web pages/social 

networks 

 

 

6. Conclusion 

This paper investigated the dynamics of interaction between the network PMS and already existent 

organisational PMS developed by network actors and already in place before the introduction of the 

whole system. A public network of transport service delivery has been analysed adopting the 

theoretical lens of complexity theory. The case was particularly relevant, given the law’s insistence 
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on developing not only an integrated service, but also a network PMS to manage and control the 

relative network.  

The results revealed the co-existence of network PMS with organisational PMSs, both co-evolving 

in a self-autonomous manner on the basis of the specific problems encountered during the 

operational use. These findings suggest network PMS to be conceptualized as a complex and  

multi-layered system. The layers that compose the system are the tiers developed for each network 

actor, tailored around their individual need for information, and are based on their own original 

PMS, which was in place before the network was required in law.  

This result expands the existing view on network evaluation where it is suggested that performance 

measurements should be developed at multiple levels (Provan and Milward 2001). This study 

suggests that, not only performance indicators should be developed at multiple levels, but also that 

the whole system does not exist in isolation, but it is strictly embedded with its parts forming a 

multi-layered system, where previous practices in use are complemented with the new network 

requirements and targeted around each network stakeholder’s need. The co-existence of different 

layers for management control and, in particular, the presence of new practices and past systems is 

consistent with previous research on the implementation of PMSs in private and public 

organizations (Modell 2001). New systems, when implemented, clash with institutionalized ones 

(Di Maggio and Powell 1983), especially when imposed from the outside to comply with 

regulations or with superior hierarchical guidelines (e.g. parent company to subsidiaries). A 

decoupled situation ensues, with the new systems being applied only for sagacious conformity 

(Meyer and Rowan 1977). What is distinctive in networked contexts is that, besides all the issues 

present in organizational contexts (Modell 2001), there is a stronger obstacle to ‘coupling’ co-

existing PMS layers - the desire of some actors to retain information within their organizational 

boundaries. 

This issue about unshared information leads to the second contribution of the study: the evidence of 

a relationship between PMS use and power dynamics. Public network literature only partially 

tackled the concern of using information from the PMS (McGuire and Agranoff 2011), with the 

main focus on the evaluation of whether networks really work (Provan and Milward 2001). 

Empirical evidence showed that a PMS not only affects decision-making processes at various 

levels, but it also impacts on network power dynamics. The importance of knowledge as a source of 

power (Miller and Rose 1992) emerged from the unwillingness of service providers to share data, 

which is a way for actors to retain the greatest knowledge on their own activities, relationships and 

the networks as a whole. The approach to keep and create unshared information areas was thrown 

over by an unexpected actor: the user. Users, especially organized user associations, have 
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significant power in re-directing policies and actions (Rao et al. 2000; Harlow and Harp 2012), 

relying on crowd power and reputation (O’Connor 2008; Howe 2009). Their role as actors in the 

network was not initially recognized in the empirical case, and it gradually emerged during the 

study of PMS use. This investigation into the micro-aspects of the network (Provan and Lemaire 

2012), led to an understanding of the actors’ dynamics and how the user participation changed the 

balance of power between the organizational actors, setting the basis for the wider network PMS.  

The highlighted link between network power dynamics and performance information contributes to 

the current debate on power asymmetries (McGuire and Agranoff 2011), suggesting ways to 

overcome this barrier. Studies on this topic (e.g. Klijn and Skelcher 2007; Agranoff 2007), 

acknowledged that the dependence on others’ resources and relationships can be overcome through 

bargaining and technical knowledge. This study provides evidence that sharing information inside 

the network, if supported by developed PMS skills, is a source of power that rests not only in the 

hands of agency managers, technical experts and staff managers (Agranoff 2007), but also in those 

of apparently less powerful actors, like service users.  

This contribution underlines the importance of auditing data for and from network PMSs. The 

empirical analysis revealed that users started developing their system because they did not find the 

information provided by the available PMS to be reliable. Although service providers and regulators 

collect and publish a wide variety of data, they are not validated, or controlled, by external parties, 

leaving room for potential internal manipulation of information. This result adds the importance of 

auditing information to the extant literature on performance limitations in networks (McGuire and 

Agranoff 2011). To date, limitations associated to network performance have been concerned with 

the difficulty in selecting the appropriate performance criteria to account for the divergent interests 

of stakeholders (Provan and Milward 2001); looking for a balance between network process 

evaluation and network outcomes (Agranoff 2007); and evaluating network outcome (Kenis and 

Provan 2009). This study adds to this set of requirements, including the importance of verifying the 

reliability of information collected in order to support network processes and actors. 

To conclude, this paper opened the black box of network PMS conceptualizing it as a multi-layered 

dynamic system, which is changed by actors pursuing more power within the network. This first 

empirical study opens up several future areas of research. First, there is potential for a similar 

investigation into PMS design and PMS use in a voluntary network, where actors are not forced 

from the outside to work together and, at different stages of network development, verify whether 

the multi-layered dynamics found here are also generated in different types of networks with 

different types of beginnings. Second, the relationship between actors’ competences and PMS 

structures can be investigated further by analysing how actor-related dynamics evolve within the 
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contextual changes of the network PMS. Finally, the structure and the role of data from the users 

can be studied further, through a content analysis of the information users and other network actors 

obtain from social media, and by additional research into the preliminary conceptual framework 

proposed here. 
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